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Purpose and position of these guidelines
○These Guidelines shall apply to escorted package tours ("Escorted
Tours") that commenced on June 10, 2012, and unaccompanied package
tours ("Unaccompanied Tours") that commenced on September 7, 2012. The
Guidelines shall apply to travel agencies and travel service providers,
tour operators, tour operators accompanying the tours, and travel
service providers who implement package tours without tour operators
(hereinafter referred to as "unaccompanied tours") that will be accepted
from September 7, 2012. The following is a summary of matters to be
noted by travel agencies, travel service providers, tour operators,
accommodation providers, and other tourism-related parties in
implementing escorted tours (hereinafter referred to as "escorted
tours") and unaccompanied package tours that will be accepted from
September 7, 2012.
○These guidelines are based on the matters that require special attention
for the time being, in light of the Tourism in Japan Demonstration Project
that was implemented in May this year, in order to resume tourism to
Japan under the Wiz Corona. In addition to these guidelines,
tourism-related parties need to follow the content of industryspecific guidelines such as the "Guidelines for the Response to the
New Type of Coronavirus in the Travel Industry" that have already been
established and are in operation in Japan, including the latest entry
rules established by the Japanese government and requests related to
infectious disease countermeasures in each region.
○In the operation of these Guidelines, travel agents and travel
service arrangers will play a central role due to the fact that, in
addition to being involved in travel services, they will be
responsible for receiving visitors to Japan.
○Travel agents and travel service providers who are responsible for
receiving the tour participants must take thorough measures to prevent
infection and respond to outbreaks of illness when registering or
applying for the Entry-Registration and Health Check System (ERFS).In
addition, if a company or organization violates this pledge, the name of
the company or organization may be made public, and the company or
organization may not accept future ERFS registrations. In addition, it
should also be noted that the applicant has agreed to the "Pledge for New
Entry Online Application for Foreigners", which stipulates that if the
pledge is violated, the name of the company, organization, etc. may be made
public, and that the applicant may not be allowed to register for future
ERFSS.
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○

It should also be noted that, as of June 10 of this year, a section
on compliance with these Guidelines has been added to the above
pledges for those entering the country for tourism purposes.

○

It is assumed that infection prevention measures will be taken from
entry to departure in line with the policies and approaches currently in
operation in Japan, such as the "Basic Policies on Countermeasures against
New Strains of Coronavirus Infections," and that these policies and
approaches will be shared by all people staying in Japan, regardless
of nationality or purpose of visit to Japan. This policy, etc.,
requires the same measures to be taken for all people staying in
Japan, regardless of their nationality or purpose of visit. In
situations where tour guides, etc. are unsure of the application of the
Policy, etc. during the implementation of the tour, the tour guides shall
make decisions in light of the surrounding circumstances and standards in
Japan, and tour participants shall make decisions in light of the
surrounding circumstances and consult with travel agents, etc. as
necessary.

○These guidelines will be revised as needed in light of the latest
findings and circumstances surrounding novel coronavirus infection.
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C h a p t e r 1 : Chaperoned Package Tours
1. items that tourism-related personnel should pay attention to in order
to prevent the spread of infection
(1) Assumptions for the creation, sale, implementation, etc. of escorted
tours (common items )
Tour operators are requested to fully understand that the tours they are
allowed to accept from September 7, 2012 are limited to those that meet
the following requirements, and to create, market and conduct tours based
on this understanding.
(1) A travel agency or travel service provider registered under the Travel
Agency Law (Law No. 239 of 1952) shall be responsible for receiving
tour participants.
(2) The itinerary of the tour must be predetermined.
(iii) An escort must accompany the tour throughout the entire journey from
entry to departure.
(*) Please note that, in the case of an itinerary that includes free
activities during which the tour participants are continuously
separated from the tour guide, each of the requirements, etc. of
"Chapter 2 Package Tour without Accompaniment of Tour Guide" of
these Guidelines shall be applied during the itinerary.

(2) Response at the time of creation of tours with tour conductors
(i) When a travel agency plans and sells tours
Travel agents should create tour itineraries that avoid dense areas and take into
consideration the prevention of the spread of infection.
Travel agents should check infection prevention measures at accommodation
facilities, tourist facilities, restaurants, etc., and use facilities, etc.,
that have thorough measures in place.
(*) It shall be confirmed through the use of certification systems, etc.
that infection prevention measures are being implemented in
accordance with the industry-specific guidelines, based on the
understanding that ventilation and distance are important for
infection prevention.
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(ii) When overseas travel agencies, etc. plan and sell tours
(2) Travel agencies or travel service arrangers shall confirm with
overseas travel agencies, etc. that the contents of each item listed
in (2) (i) are taken into consideration, and take measures such as
proposing appropriate domestic facilities, etc., as necessary.

(3) Responses at the time of sales of tours with tour conductors
(i) When a travel agency plans and sells tours
The tour operator shall explain the following information to the tour
participants and obtain their consent at the time of reservation and sale
of the tour products.
Throughout your stay in Japan, basic infection prevention measures (1) wear a
mask, (2) use your hands
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finger disinfection, and (iii) the avoidance of the three tight (sealed,
dense, and close) areas).

If the attendant judges that the

implementation of infection prevention measures is insufficient, etc.,
the attendant
(2) The instructions of the staff member must be followed.
(2) Depending on the country/region where the applicant has stayed
within 14 days prior to the application for landing in Japan and
whether or not he/she holds a valid vaccination certificate, he/she
may be required to undergo inspection and wait at the time of entry
into the country/region.
In order to ensure smooth entry into Japan, it is necessary to preregister on the Visit Japan

Web*1

and use the Fast

.

Track*2

(Related to this,travel are available for pre-registration on the Visit
the
Japan Web and for fast-tracking.
agent
(Regarding the use of racks, measures shall be taken to reduce the
burden on tour participants as much as possible, such as directing them
to relevant websites, and confirming that pre-registration has been
completed before departure).
To purchase private medical insurance that includes coverage for
medical expenses related to new coronavirus infection and has
adequate coverage and services.
If you become a positive case or a person in concentrated
contact with a new type of coronavirus infection, you must follow
the instructions of your travel agent, travel service provider,
tour operator, medical institution, health center, etc.
Failure to comply with the above may result in the possibility of not
being allowed to participate (or continue) in the tour (or being
asked to return home promptly during participation).
Tour operators should fully explain to tour participants at the time of
reservation and sale of tour products what specific measures they will be
required to take if they test positive or come into close contact with a
positive or close contact person (e.g., the expected number of days of
extended stay, additional costs incurred and the fact that they will be
asked to bear these costs, etc.).
The tour operator shall encourage tour participants to make an offer if
7

they require special consideration when participating in the tour.
(ii) When overseas travel agencies, etc. plan and sell tours
(2) Travel agents or travel service arrangers shall confirm that they have
explained the contents of each item listed in (3) (i) to tour
participants and obtained their consent at the time of reservation and
sale of tour products to overseas travel agents, etc.
----------------------------------------------------1 Visit Japan Web: A web service provided by the Digital Agency that allows visitors from overseas
(including Japanese nationals returning from overseas) to complete entry procedures
such as quarantine, immigration inspection, and customs declarations at the time of
entry into Japan.
2 Fast Track: This is an application (MySOS) or web-based service (MySOS Web) that allows passengers
entering Japan from overseas to complete a portion of the airport quarantine
procedures prior to entering Japan. The application may not be able to complete the
procedures in advance depending on the terminal used.
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(4) Measures to be taken prior to the implementation of escorted tours
(2) Travel agencies or travel service providers shall provide training,
etc. to tour guides on compliance with infection prevention measures,
and ensure that they fully understand the significance of infection
prevention measures and the measures to be taken. In addition, the
vaccination status of tour guides should be taken into account, and their
safety should be taken into consideration when assigning them to a
tour.
Accommodation providers, etc. shall post

leaflets,

etc.

in

foreign

languages to ensure that infection prevention measures are properly
implemented in conspicuous places such as lobbies and cafeterias, as well
as in places where it is difficult for attendants to check, such as
changing rooms and bathrooms.
[Reference material 1: Example of individual infection prevention
measures leaflet (multilingual version)

(5) Responses to be taken during the tour with tour guide
Tour guides shall ask tour participants to take necessary measures in
accordance with the infection prevention policies, etc. currently in
operation in Japan. During the implementation of the tour, in
situations where they are unsure about the application of the policy,
etc.,

they

should

make

decisions

in

light

of

the

surrounding

circumstances and domestic standards.
Tour guides shall explain to tour participants at the beginning of the tour
about compliance with infection prevention measures, including the concept of
wearing a mask. In doing so, they shall devise explanations that are easy
to understand according to the attributes of the tour participants by
using illustrations, etc.
In particular, attendants should be fully aware of the latest concept of
wearing masks.
Tour guides shall frequently call out to and remind tour participants of
necessary infection prevention measures, including wearing and removing
masks, at each stage of the tour.
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(*) Examples found in the demonstration
project for tourism to Japan (1)
Examples where the wearing of masks
is considered unnecessary
Example ・When taking a bath
Outdoor activities (canoeing, trekking, fruit picking, etc.)
Walking in uncrowded tourist areas (put on and take off the mask
frequently before and after contact with people).

(2) Examples of situations that
require special attention and
responses
➡ Refrain from shouting during conversations, assuming that
basic infection prevention measures are implemented in
restaurants.
In crowded facilities such as temples and
shrines, museums, etc.
➡ Wear a mask and refrain from
conversation.
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(*) Examples of easy-to-understand explanations of infection prevention
measures
Use of leaflets, videos, etc. on infection prevention measures
[Reference material 1: Example of individual infection
prevention measures leaflet (multilingual version)
New Travel Etiquette (multilingual version)
Reference material 2: New Travel Etiquette
(Multilingual version)
Careful explanation of the Japanese government's position on the
wearing of masks, etc.
[Reference material 3: Wearing masks outdoors and indoors
(English version)

Tour guides shall request tour participants to report any symptoms of new
coronavirus infection, including fever, respiratory symptoms, fatigue,
etc., without omission.
(2) Tour guides shall keep a record of the tour participants' activities
during the tour (including information such as seat positions in the
facilities and transportation used) in order to properly identify the
range of concentrated contacts in the event of a positive case. (2)
The tour operator shall store the following information
(*) Examples of measures that are considered effective based on the
demonstration project for inbound tourism
Fixing seating arrangements in restaurants, transportation, etc.
Separate tables for each group
...and wear a mask whenever possible.
If you take measures such as the following, in the event of a
positive outbreak, the number of tour participants may be minimized,
or they may not become a concentrated contact as much as possible.

(6) Measures to be taken after the completion of escorted tours
(i) When a travel agent sells tours
Travel agents should request tour participants to inform the travel agent
if they test positive for new coronavirus infection within one week of
returning home.
(2) When overseas travel agencies, etc. sell tours
11

The Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare (hereinafter referred to as "the
travel or travel service
(6) (i) to overseas
agent
provider Ministry") shall
travel agencies, etc., and also to the cases in
request. Tour
participants which a positive diagnosis has been made.
(2) In the event that a travel agency, etc. has been notified by an
overseas travel agency, etc. that a travel agency or a travel service
arranger has been notified, a request shall be made to that effect to
the travel agency or the travel service arranger.
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2. emergency response, including in the event of a positive case
(1) Measures to be taken prior to the implementation of tours with tour
guides
The travel agent or travel service arranger shall confirm and share the
following information with the tour operator in advance
- Information on multilingual medical institutions, professional medical
interpreters, etc.
- (Contact information and hours of operation of the consultation desk, etc.
set up by the local government)
- Information on temporary standby locations and means of transportation in
the event of a symptomatic patient*.
- Information on treatment facilities and means of transportation in the
event of a positive outbreak*.
- Information on standby facilities and means of transportation in the event
of a concentrated contact*.
(*) In the event of a symptomatic person, a positive person, or a
concentrated contact person, the above facilities and means of
transportation may be requested in advance from lodging companies and
transportation companies with whom the company has a business relationship.

- Response to new coronavirus infection as defined by the local government
included in the tour itinerary
(e.g., contact information in the event of a symptomatic outbreak,
measures for positive persons and persons in close contact, etc.)
Travel agents or travel service arrangers should consult with the relevant
departments of local governments, as necessary, regarding specific measures
to be taken in the event of a positive outbreak, including the scope of
concentrated contacts.
Travel agents or travel service providers should explain to tour
participants that local governments will require such positive tour
participants to pay their own hospitalization medical expenses within the
coverage amount of the private medical insurance they have subscribed
to, if they become positive.
(*) It is recommended that travel agents or travel service providers
purchase insurance that covers various expenses incurred in the
13

event that a tour participant tests positive or has a close contact
with a positive or close contact.

(2) Responses to be taken during the tour with tour guide
In the event that a symptomatic person occurs during the tour, the
tour operator or travel service provider and tour conductors shall
promptly remove the symptomatic person from the tour and take
necessary measures to prevent the infection of other participants.
In the event of a symptomatic patient, travel agencies, travel service
providers and tour guides should follow the guidelines for
consultation and medical examination published separately on the website
of the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare.
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In such cases, promptly take the symptomatic person to a medical institution
in accordance with the policy, etc., set by the local government. If
instructions are given by the medical institution or public health center,
etc., follow them and arrange for a professional medical interpreter if
necessary.
(In addition to the tour participant's own emergency contact information,
the mobile phone number of the tour conductor and the phone number of
the person in charge of the travel agency or travel service provider
should be listed when requested to provide emergency contact information in
these responses).
(4) In the event of a positive case, travel agents or travel service arrangers
should identify the range of persons who have come into contact with
the traveler appropriately according to the risk, based on the records
concerning the behavioral history in 1.(5), in light of the policy, etc.
established by the local government. (4) When requested to provide
information by a public health center, etc., the travel agency or
travel service arranger shall cooperate in good faith.
During the waiting period of positive persons and persons in close
contact, travel agencies or travel service providers should provide
necessary support such as health observation and meal preparation. In such
cases, it should be noted that it may be necessary to extend the period
of stay.
The travel agency or travel service provider and tour operator shall
provide

necessary

support

to

enable

the

positive

person

to

communicate smoothly with the health center, etc. In addition to
telephone contact from health centers, etc., the positive person is
required to follow instructions when contacted by the system such as
My

HER-SYS*3

and automatic

call-in*4.

My HER-SYS and Auto Caller ID are available in Spanish, Portuguese, English, Korean
and Chinese.

Thetravel
tour operator or travel service provider shall inform the nonagent positive and non-confirmed contacts that they may continue on
partic
ipant the tour ifthey wish to do so.
Explain the following.
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tour
guide
adde person who has been on a tour and requests to return home,travel
agent
r the tour participant shall consult with the embassy in
(wri
Tokyo, and if the host country agrees to the request, the
tten
tour participant shall be allowed to return home.
)
(2) shall consult with the relevant department
or travel service
provider
of the
local government where the tour participants are located,

If a tour participant who has come into close contact with a

secure dedicated transportation to the departure airport, and coordinate
with the airlines to be used when leaving the country.
The tour operator or travel service arranger shall provide the necessary
travel services (including arrangements for tests to shorten the waiting
period) to enable tour participants who have left the tour due to a
positive test result to return home smoothly after the end of the
medical treatment period. The tour operator or travel service provider
shall

arrange

for

the

necessary

travel

services

(including

arrangements for tests to shorten the waiting period) to enable the
tour participant who has left the tour due to a positive test result
to return home smoothly after the medical treatment period.
----------------------------------------------------3 My HER-SYS: A health management function that allows positive individuals to enter the health status of
themselves and their family members via smartphone or PC, etc. Information entered through My HER-SYS is
reflected and shared with the public health center that has jurisdiction over the location of the
accommodation.
4 Automatic telephone call: A function that enables health conditions to be registered by automatically
receiving a telephone call at a pre-set time every day at health centers, etc., and answering
questions via a push phone.
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(3) After the tour with tour conductor
The tour operator or travel service provider shall retain the contact
information of the tour participants for one week after the completion
of the tour in case of a positive person after the completion of the
tour.
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Chapter 2 Packages without Accompanying Tour Guide Tours
1. items that tourism-related personnel should pay attention to in order
to prevent the spread of infection
(1) Assumptions for the creation, sale, implementation, etc. of
unaccompanied tours (common items )
Tour operators are requested to fully understand that the tours that will be
accepted from September 7, 2012 are limited to those that meet the
following requirements, and to create, market, and conduct tours based on
this understanding.
(1) A travel agency or travel service provider registered under the Travel
Agency Law (Law No. 239 of 1952) shall be responsible for receiving
tour participants.
(ii) The travel agent or travel service arranger shall arrange roundtrip airfare for the tour participant upon arrival and departure and
all accommodations for the duration of his/her stay.
(*) It is not acceptable for a tour operator or travel service provider
to assume only the responsibility of receiving the tour
participant by the tour participant's own arrangement.

(2) Measures to be taken when creating tours without tour conductors
(i) When a travel agency plans and sells tours
Travel agents should create tour itineraries that avoid dense areas and take into
consideration the prevention of the spread of infection.
Travel agents should check infection prevention measures at accommodation
facilities, tourist facilities, restaurants, etc., and use facilities, etc.,
that have thorough measures in place.
(*) It shall be confirmed through the use of certification systems, etc.
that infection prevention measures are being implemented in
accordance with the industry-specific guidelines, based on the
understanding that ventilation and distance are important for
infection prevention.
(ii) When overseas travel agencies, etc. plan and sell tours
(2) Travel agencies or travel service arrangers shall confirm with
18

overseas travel agencies, etc. that the contents of each item listed
in (2) (i) are taken into consideration, and take measures such as
proposing appropriate domestic facilities, etc., as necessary.

(3) Responses at the time of sales of tours without tour conductors
(i) When a travel agency plans and sells tours
(1) Tour operators shall, at the time of reservation and sale of tour products,
explain to tour participants in an easy-to-understand manner, using
illustrations, etc., as necessary, about the infection prevention
measures policies currently in operation in Japan, and obtain their
consent with regard to the following matters.
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Basic infection prevention measures (1) wearing a mask, (2)
disinfection of hands, and (3) avoidance of the three tight spaces
(sealed, crowded, and close together) must be thoroughly implemented
throughout the period of stay in Japan. Establish a system to
ensure constant contact with travel agents or travel service
providers throughout the period of stay in Japan.
During the implementation of the tour, in situations where you are
not sure about the application of the policy, etc., you should make
a decision in light of the surrounding circumstances and, if
necessary, consult the travel agent or travel service arranger.
If you have any symptoms of new-type coronavirus infection,
including fever, respiratory symptoms, fatigue, etc., you must
report to the travel agency or travel service provider without
omission and follow their instructions.
(2) That the applicant may be required to undergo inspection
and wait at the port of entry depending on the country/region where
he/she has stayed within 14 days prior to the application for landing
in Japan and whether or not he/she holds a valid vaccination
certificate.
In order to ensure smooth entry into Japan, it is necessary to preregister on the Visit Japan

Web*1

and use the Fast

.

Track*2

(Related to this,travel are available for pre-registration on the Visit
the
Japan Web and for fast-tracking.
agent
(Regarding the use of racks, measures shall be taken to reduce the
burden on tour participants as much as possible, such as directing them
to relevant websites, and confirming that pre-registration has been
completed before departure).
To purchase private medical insurance that includes coverage for
medical expenses related to new coronavirus infection and has
adequate coverage and services.
If you become a positive person or a person in concentrated contact
with a new type of coronavirus infection, you must follow the
instructions of your travel agent/travel service provider and medical
institutions/health centers, etc.
Failure to comply with the above may result in the possibility of not
20

being allowed to participate (or continue) in the tour (or being
asked to return home promptly during participation).
(*) Example of establishing a system that can be reliably contacted at
all times
Confirm that the tour participant can be reached by one of the
following Call the cell phone and make sure it is connected.
Send email, SNS messages, SMS, etc. and check replies etc.
----------------------------------------------------1 Visit Japan Web: A web service provided by the Digital Agency that allows visitors from overseas
(including Japanese nationals returning from overseas) to complete entry procedures
such as quarantine, immigration inspection, and customs declarations at the time of
entry into Japan.
2 Fast Track: This is an application (MySOS) or web-based service (MySOS Web) that allows passengers
entering Japan from overseas to complete a portion of the airport quarantine
procedures prior to entering Japan. The application may not be able to complete the
procedures in advance depending on the terminal used.
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(*) Examples of easy-to-understand explanations of infection prevention
measures
Use of leaflets, videos, etc. on infection prevention measures
[Reference material 1: Example of individual infection
prevention measures leaflet (multilingual version)
New Travel Etiquette (multilingual version)
Reference material 2: New Travel Etiquette
(Multilingual version)
Careful explanation of the Japanese government's position on the
wearing of masks, etc.
[Reference material 3: Wearing masks outdoors and indoors
(English version)

Tour operators should fully explain to tour participants at the time of
reservation and sale of tour products what specific measures they will be
required to take if they test positive or come into close contact with a
positive or close contact person (e.g., the expected number of days of
extended stay, additional costs incurred and the fact that they will be
asked to bear these costs, etc.).
The tour operator shall encourage tour participants to make an offer if
they require special consideration when participating in the tour.
(ii) When overseas travel agencies, etc. plan and sell tours
(2) Travel agents or travel service arrangers shall confirm that they have
explained the contents of each item listed in (3) (i) to tour
participants and obtained their consent at the time of reservation and
sale of tour products to overseas travel agents, etc.

(4) Measures to be taken prior to the implementation of a tour without a
tour conductor
Accommodation business operators should post leaflets in foreign languages in
conspicuous places such as lobbies and cafeterias, as well as in changing
rooms and bathrooms, to ensure that infection prevention measures are
properly implemented.
[Reference material 1: Example of individual infection prevention
measures leaflet (multilingual version)
22

(5) Responses to be taken during the implementation of tours without
tour guides
(2)
travel
The following
or travel
is a service
brief description of the measures to be taken to
agent
provider
prevent infection.
(2) The person who has entered the
Tour
country (hereinafter referred to as "the person who has
participants
entered the country") shallbecontacted after entering the
country by the means of communication identified in 1.(3),
and shall be alerted to the thoroughness of infection
prevention measures and other matters.
The first step in the process is to make a decision.
Travel agents or travel service arrangers should respond appropriately
when consulted by tour participants on situations where they are
unsure about the application of infection prevention measures, etc.
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(6) Measures to be taken after the completion of an unaccompanied tour
(i) When a travel agency sells tours
Travel agents should request tour participants to inform the travel agent
if they test positive for new coronavirus infection within one week of
returning home.
(2) When overseas travel agencies, etc. sell tours
The travel
Ministry
Health,service
Labour and Welfare (hereinafter referred to as "the
or of travel
agent
provider Ministry") shall
(6) (i) to overseas
request. Tour
travel agencies, etc., and also to the cases in
participants
which a positive diagnosis has been made.
(2) In the event that a travel agency, etc. has been notified by an
overseas travel agency, etc. that a travel agency or a travel service
arranger has been notified, a request shall be made to that effect to
the travel agency or the travel service arranger.
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2. emergency response, including in the event of a positive case
(1) Measures to be taken prior to the implementation of a tour without a
tour conductor
The travel agent or travel service arranger should confirm the
following information in advance
- Information on multilingual medical institutions, professional medical
interpreters, etc.
- (Contact information and hours of operation of the consultation desk, etc.
set up by the local government)
- Information on temporary standby locations and means of transportation in
the event of a symptomatic patient*.
- Information on treatment facilities and transportation in the event of a
positive outbreak*.
- Information on standby facilities and means of transportation in the event
of a concentrated contact*.
(*) In the event of the occurrence of a symptomatic person, a positive
person, or a concentrated contact person, the above facilities and
means of transportation may be requested in advance from lodging
companies and transportation companies that have a business relationship
with the company.

- Response to new coronavirus infection as defined by the local government
included in the tour itinerary
(e.g., contact information in the event of a symptomatic outbreak,
measures for positive persons and persons in close contact, etc.)
Travel agents or travel service providers should explain to tour
participants that they will be asked by local governments to bear the
hospitalization medical expenses for a positive tour participant within
the coverage amount of the private medical insurance they have.
(*) It is recommended that travel agents or travel service providers
purchase insurance that covers various expenses incurred in the
event that a tour participant tests positive or has a close contact
with a positive or close contact.

(2) Responses to be taken during the implementation of tours without
25

tour guides
In the event that a symptomatic person occurs during the tour, the tour
operator or travel service provider shall promptly remove the symptomatic
person from the tour and take necessary measures to prevent the infection
from spreading to other participants.
In the event that a symptomatic person occurs, the tour operator or
travel service provider should have the tour participant seek medical
attention immediately in accordance with the policy, etc. set by the local
government, if applicable to the guidelines for consultation and medical
examination published separately on the website of the Ministry of Health,
Labor and Welfare. If instructions are given by the medical institution or
health center, etc., the service provider should follow the instructions and
arrange for professional medical interpreters as necessary.
(In the event that emergency contact information is requested in these responses,
the tour
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(In addition to the participant's own emergency contact information,
the telephone number of the person in charge of the travel agency or
travel service provider should be provided.)
In the event of a positive case, travel agencies or travel service
providers should immediately ascertain the tour itinerary of the tour
participants and endeavor to identify the range of persons who have
come into close contact with the virus in light of the policies, etc.
established by the local government. If a request for information is
made by a public health center, etc., the travel agency or travel
service provider must cooperate in good faith.
During the waiting period of positive persons and persons in close
contact, travel agencies or travel service providers should provide
necessary support such as health observation and meal preparation. In such
cases, it should be noted that it may be necessary to extend the period
of stay.
Travel agencies or travel service providers should provide necessary
support to enable a positive person to communicate smoothly with health
centers, etc. In addition to telephone calls from health centers, etc.,
when a positive person is contacted by a system such as My
automatic telephone

call*4 , he/she is

HER-SYS*3

or

required to follow the instructions.

My HER-SYS and Auto Caller ID are available in Spanish, Portuguese, English, Korean
and Chinese.

Thetravel
tour operator or the travel service provider shall inform the nonagent positive and non-confidential contacts that they may continue
partic
ipant on the tour ifthey wish to do so.
Explain the following.
tour
guide
adde person who has been on a tour and requests to return home,travel
agent
r the tour participant shall consult with the embassy in
(wri
Tokyo, and if the host country agrees to the request, the
tten
tour participant shall be allowed to return home.
)
(2) shall consult with the relevant department
or travel service
provider
of the
local government where the tour participants are located,

If a tour participant who has come into close contact with a

secure dedicated transportation to the departure airport, and coordinate
with the airlines to be used when leaving the country.
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The tour operator or travel service arranger shall provide the necessary
travel services (including arrangements for tests to shorten the waiting
period) to enable tour participants who have left the tour due to a
positive test result to return home smoothly after the end of the
medical treatment period. The tour operator or travel service provider
shall

arrange

for

the

necessary

travel

services

(including

arrangements for tests to shorten the waiting period) to enable the
tour participant who has left the tour due to a positive test result
to return home smoothly after the medical treatment period.

(3) After the completion of the tour without tour conductor
The tour operator or travel service provider shall retain the contact
information of the tour participants for one week after the completion
of the tour in case of a positive person after the completion of the
tour.

----------------------------------------------------3 My HER-SYS: A health management function that allows positive individuals to enter the health status of
themselves and their family members via smartphone or PC, etc. Information entered through My HER-SYS is
reflected and shared with the public health center that has jurisdiction over the location of the
accommodation.
4 Automatic telephone call: A function that enables health conditions to be registered by automatically
receiving a telephone call at a pre-set time every day at health centers, etc., and answering questions via a
push phone.
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Related Links

(September 2, 2022 edition)

1. "Before entry"
related
Immigration Procedures:Waterfront Measures｜Ministry
of Health, Labour and Welfare
https://www.mhlw.go.jp/stf/seisakunitsuite/bunya/0000121431_00209.html

Visa Application Procedures:Visas｜
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan
https://www.mofa.go.jp/mofaj/toko/visa/index.html

Fast Track｜Ministry of
Health, Labour and Welfare
https://www.hco.mhlw.go.jp/fasttrack/

Guidelines for Antigen Qualitative Tests｜Ministry of
Health, Labour and Welfare
https://www.mhlw.go.jp/stf/seisakunitsuite/bunya/0000121431_00270.html

Visit Japan Web Service｜Digital
Agency
https://www.digital.go.jp/policies/visit_japan_web/

2. "After entry to home
country" related
COVID-19 Consultation Service｜Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare
https://www.c19.mhlw.go.jp/area-jp.html

Multilingual Call Center "Japan Visitor Hotline"｜JNTO
3816-2787 (24 hours a day, 7 days a week)

050-

3. emergency response, including
in the event of a positive case
For a safe and comfortable trip in Japan
-A Guide to Helping You When You're Sick｜Japan Tourism Agency
https://www.jnto.go.jp/emergency/jpn/mi_guide.html

Medical Facilities User Guide for Foreigners｜Japan Tourism Agency
https://www.jnto.go.jp/emergency/jpn/support.html
Japanese, English, Chinese (traditional and simplified), Korean, Thai

1
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My HER-SYS and other leaflets in foreign languages
https://www.mhlw.go.jp/stf/seisakunitsuite/bunya/0000121431_00295.html
Spanish, Portuguese, English, Korean, Chinese

1
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Reference material 1: Example of individual infection prevention
measures leaflet (multilingual version )
https://www.mlit.go.jp/kankocho/page03_000076.html（Japan Tourism Agency HP)

Wear a mask correctly.

Disinfect thoroughly.

Avoid the three densities.

Ensure physical distance.

Make sure to ventilate the
room thoroughly.

Take your temperature at the
time of admission.

1
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Thoroughly wash your hands and
disinfect your hands.

Avoid contact when face-to-face.

Use contactless payment.

Reference 2: New Travel Etiquette (Multilingual version at )
https://www.mlit.go.jp/kankocho/page03_000076.html （Japan Tourism Agency HP)
https://www.japan.travel/en/practical-coronavirus-information/tips-for-a-safe-trip/ （JNTO HP)

1
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1
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Reference material 3: Wearing masks outdoors and indoors (English
version at )
https://www.mhlw.go.jp/stf/seisakunitsuite/bunya/0000164708_00079.html (Ministry of Health,
Labour and Welfare HP)
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